Role: Junior Programmer - Data Processing and Support

RASSURE is a technology start-up based in Sydney, Australia. RASSURE aims to become the global leader in assisting airlines to protect their revenue. The proprietary technology pioneered by RASSURE involves big data, forensic data analytics and expert systems.

As RASSURE is growing, a junior technology role is being created to support trials and rollout of the technology. Key tasks involve:
1. Conduct data processing of key airline information. Investigate anomalies and enhance data interpretation and processing logics.
2. Enhance system user interface, provide additional data to support team members in specifying revenue protection rules.
3. Automate, enhance and conduct data processing for ongoing operations, configure infrastructures to suit processing needs and meet data security requirements.

RASSURE is looking for a junior programmer (fresh graduate or up to 2 years of experience) with the following attributes:
1. Strong interest and sound knowledge in database design and data analysis.
2. Strong and thorough in logical thinking and programming.
3. Highly self motivated, dependable and disciplined in approaching work.
4. Willing and able to work within a team and play a support role.
5. A degree in computer science, mathematics or other highly-numeric fields.

By joining RASSURE, the selected candidate will gain benefits from:
1. Opportunities to work on highly challenging business and technical issues.
2. Working with senior developers and business analysts to gain business and technical knowledge and skills.
3. Exposure to international clients.
4. Competitive remuneration packages with share options.

Interested candidates please send your application and/or questions to Tony Sun via email tonys@rassure.net.